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Abstract—The high bandwidth and moderate latency require-
ments of enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) content in 5G
are handled by Content Delivery Network (CDN) components
such as customer premises equipment (CPE) in edge, branches
in fog, and servers in the cloud. The indispensable goal of
5G network providers is meeting these requirements on the
same physical component that reduces operational and capital
expenditures (OPEX/CAPEX). However, we’ve believed that
different configuration policies of providers can be only handled
by Software-Defined CDN (SD-CDN). Moreover; due to the flow
characteristics of eMBB and handling packet forwarding by only
software-based component in an OpenFlow (OF) switch, obtained
packet processing delay in conventional CPE has become chal-
lenging. Therefore, we propose SD-vCPE with a novel physical
block diagram which includes hardware and software-based OF
tables. The analytical models of conventional and SD-vCPE are
also derived by using G/G/1 Markov queues, considering general
eMBB flow characteristics, and SpeedUp parameters in the soft-
ware part. According to analytical and simulation results, as the
resolution of video content in eMBB is increased, the conventional
CPE cannot handle delay in the microsecond level; whereas,
proposed SD-vCPE outputs approximately 1-millisecond decrease
on packet delay which differentiates according to matching rules
in TCAM or CPU. Namely, the proposed analytical model for
SD-vCPE results in a delay in an acceptable rate while comparing
the simulation results performed in MATLAB.

Index Terms—CDN, SDN, eMBB, Markov Model, vCPE

I. INTRODUCTION

In 5th Generation (5G) New Radio (NR); there are differ-
ent contents available in the cloud market which are newly
called enhanced-mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low
latency (URLLC), and massive machine-type communication
(mMTC) [1]. They meet customers with different require-
ments. For example; URLLC requires strict latency, mMTC
uses less bandwidth; whereas, eMBB requires higher band-
width with moderate latency. To handle these requirements
at an acceptable rate, 5G contents are routed by different
components of Content Delivery Networks (CDN) such as
customer premises equipment (CPE) in edge, branches in fog,
and cloud servers in the cloud network.

The indispensable goal of 5G network providers is meet-
ing the requirements of contents on the same physical

NCA-2510A (Before) SD-vCPE (After)
Processor Intel Atom C3958 (16 Cores) LS1088 (8 Cores)
OF tables Only Soft Hard&Soft
Memory 32Gb 4Gb

Configuration Human-based Dynamic
Costs $500 (Processor) $50 (Processor)+$18 (TCAM)

Fig. 1: The OpenFlow Switch Comparison.

component that reduces operational and capital expenditures
(OPEX/CAPEX) [2]. However, each provider can have differ-
ent configuration policies on the same component. This causes
extra hardware and bandwidth costs in edge networks [3]. For
example; URLLC and mMTC contents, need more than 70
percent of computing and communication resources to handle
strict latency requirements [4]. According to Telecom’s mo-
tivation, it is believed that Software-Defined Network (SDN)
driven CDN (SD-CDN) is the only way to provide different
content on the same edge component, i.e. newly called virtual
CPE (vCPE) [5][6]. Thanks to the dynamic configuration
capability of SD-CDN, the plug-and-play vCPE is available
for different content providers.

In Fig.1, the comparison of OpenFlow (OF) switches are
given. In the current markets, there is a CPE device named
NCA-2510A for edge-users. It has a huge memory enabling
OVS on it. Namely, it has only soft OF tables and supports
only human-based configuration [7]. However, human-based
table configuration is not recommended because of not having
any authorization between providers. This should be per-
formed by a controller dynamically. Moreover; we’ve believed
that the obtained delay over the conventional vCPE for eMBB
content is newly challenging due to its main characteristics. It978-3-903176-31-7 c©2020 IFIP



has continuous and asynchronous communication where data
should be executed by certain delay constraints [8]. Before;
eMBB content was routed by HTTP1.0, it is now carried
by a newly called Quick User Datagram Protocol Internet
Connections (QUIC) protocol that reduces the round trip time
of stream [9]. This protocol uses more duplicate packets in
the downlink stream and it results in higher traffic content
than before. To handle this challenge, we propose Software-
Defined virtual Customer Premises Equipment (SD-vCPE)
in edge network by adding hardware equipment in sub of
OvS based software part. The superiority of our SD-vCPE is
enabling dynamic configuration via authorization and isolation
between multi-vendors. Thanks to our switch design, not only
they can use both soft and hard tables via OF protocol,
but also they can dynamically configure tables according to
their different requirements. Despite less CPU processing, SD-
vCPE is cheaper than a conventional one. Because; the cost
of OF switches mostly depends on CPU and memory sizes.
NCA-2510A has Intel Atom C3958 (16 Cores) priced $500;
whereas we use LS1088 (8 Cores) and 256 TCAM priced
as $50 and $18 respectively. Here, SD-vCPE also guarantees
acceptable forwarding delay due to dynamically using hard
and soft tables.

The whole contributions of SD-vCPE are given below:
• A novel SD-CDN architecture by decouples Data and

Control planes,
• A novel physical block diagram for SD-vCPE which

includes hard and soft OF tables,
• A novel analytical delay model of conventional and

proposed SD-vCPE are driven:
– by using G/G/1 Markov queues per hard and soft

components,
– by using defined eMBB flow characteristics,
– by using SpeedUp parameters for processors.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Physical Block Diagram of Proposed vCPE

In Fig.2, the CPU block runs an LS1088 communication
processor which has 8-cores and a 1.2GHz clock rate. The
reason to select this is enabling data path acceleration architec-
ture (DPAA2) to accelerate the software forwarding capacity
of CPU. It has multiple storage devices that are internal and
external such as NAND flash, internal ROM, on-chip read
access memory (OC-RAM), and external double data rate
(DDR4) 4GB RAMs. It has NAND flash which is only used
as storage and the CPU firstly needs copying the rules from
NAND to internal RAM to run programs. Here, DDRs are used
for accelerating the processing time of RAMs. As given the
above of the block diagram, the proposed vCPE has different
communication interfaces such as 2.4/2.5GHz Wi-Fi, 802.11
a/b/g/n/ac 2x2 MIMO, and USB 2.0.

To synchronize the physical and MAC layers, the CPU
uses a data path mac controller (DPMAC). It includes a
direct memory access controller (DMAC) which efficiently
forwards packet data to CPU RAM, formats data an IEEE

Fig. 2: The Physical Block Diagram of Proposed vCPE.

802.3-2002 compliant packet and transmits it to the physical
layer, i.e. ethernet switch block[10]. For this communication,
it uses a 10-gigabit media-independent interface (XGMII) to
transmit and receive Ethernet packets, perform forward error
connection (FEC), etc. XGMII is a standard defined in IEEE
802.3 for connecting full-duplex 10GbE [11].

In the physical layer, the proposed SD-vCPE includes an
Ethernet switch fabric which communicates with CPU via
XGMII interfaces. It has 4-gigabit copper Ethernet ports
shown by red arrows numbered from 1 to 4. It also has a
1-gigabit port which is copper or fiber shown by red arrow
numbered 5. This block includes ternary content-addressable
memory (TCAM) which is hard OF table. The soft OF tables
are configured in the CPU. Here, the header of the received
packet from ingress ports is firstly matched in TCAM OF
headers. If the packet is hit; it can be directly forwarded to
egress ports without sending the packet to CPU. If the packet
is a miss; the packet forwards to the CPU to looking up soft
OF tables in its memory. According to matching rules, the
packet is executed. Here, the content processing time of the
hard OF table is much higher than soft OF tables. Therefore,
the main motivation of the paper for the proposed vCPE is
to forward at least 80% of the content via hard OF tables to
remove extra packet processing delay.

B. Analytical Delay Model of SD-vCPE

In Fig. 3, the analytical Markov models of conventional and
proposed SD-vCPE based OF switches are given. They are
modeled by using G/G/1 Markov queues in the left and right
sides of the figure, respectively[12]. According to the technical
report of conventional CPE, each ingress port is assigned to
one core of the CPU. The incoming packets are performed
directly in the assigned one. Therefore, we’ve modeled the
packet flow in OF switch by using G/G/1 Markov queues for
packet process in ingress ports, OvS CPU cores and egress
ports, and the total delay is calculated by using Jackson’s
theorem [12] as shown in eq.1.

In G/G/1 Markov queues, arrival (λ) and service (µ)
rates of incoming packets are assumed to be Gamma dis-
tributed. To model eMBB, we focus on UDP based QUIC



DCON =

HW︷ ︸︸ ︷
DIngress+
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Fig. 3: Analytical Markov Models of conventional and proposed SD-vCPE OpenFlow switches in SD-CDN.
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protocol[13][14][15]. We firstly consider M/M/1 Markov
model and then we consider this traffic effect on the delay
formula. By implementing L’Hospital rule on

∑
n · Pn, N

is calculated as N = ρ/(1 − ρ) in M/M/1 queues. By using
N, the delay (D) in per M/M/1 component is calculated as
D = N/λ = ρ/(λ(1 − ρ)) = 1/(µ − λ). For eMBB traffic
type, this delay is calculated as follows:

DeMBB =
C2
A + C2

B

2
· 1

µeMBB − λeMBB
(5)

where CA = (λeMBB)2(t) · σ2 and CB = (µeMBB)2(t) ·
σ2 indicates the coefficient of inter-arrival and service time
variation. By using Jackson’s theorem and eqs.1,5; the delay
for eMBB in conventional OF switch is modeled as in eq.3.

As in the right side of Fig.3, the proposed SD-vCPE has
one physical TCAM which is a hard OF table. It is assumed
that p% of incoming packets are executed by TCAM without
forwarding it user-space, i.e. software part of CPU cores. By
using eqs.2 and 5, the delay is calculated as in eq.4.
C. Speed Up of proposed SD-vCPE based OpenFlow switch

According to Amdahl’s law, SpeedUp (γ) is defined as
the acceleration factor of a processor [16] and calculated
as γ = 1

(1−a)+ a
m

where a shows the percentage of an OF
module that can be operated in parallel independently, and m
indicates the number of threads/cores in a processor. In order
to reduce extra processing on delay (DvCPE) as defined in
eq.4, proposed SD-vCPE enables to implementation of DPAA
and also hyper-threading with an increased core number of
CPUs [7]. Therefore, we propose two heuristics that speed up
SD-vCPE based OF switch as follows:
• Heuristic 1 (γ1): It defines DPAA based speed up. While

processing a packet, it uses kernel space instead of user

space which extremely accelerates the forwarding time
of a switch[7]. According to these results, we define the
processing time of accelerated CPU as µDPAACPU = µCPU

γ1
.

The speed up (γ1) effect is taken from previously ana-
lyzed data of conventional OvS [7].

• Heuristic 2 (γ2): It defines the hyper-threading approach.
The accelerated processing time of CPU in SD-vCPE
is calculated as µThreadCPU = µCPU

γ2
. Here, the expected

number of γ2 is found according to percentage of a
[0-1]. Therefore, hyper-threading directly depends on
the percentage of a and the number of thread/core as
1 ≤ 1

γ2
< m. This inequality can be further derived as:

µThreadCPU = µCPU ≤ µCPU
γ2

< m ∗ µCPU (6)

If the both heuristics are performed on software part
of SD-vCPE, the accelerated processing time of CPU is
calculated as follows:

µDPAA,ThreadCPU = 1 ≤ µCPU
γ1 · γ2

<
m ∗ µCPU

γ1
(7)

Above the upper level is defined as infeasible space for the
acceleration of the processing unit by using 1 to 8 cores
CPU. If we use a multi-core and hyper-threading approach
on CPU, it outputs nearly x4 acceleration on CPU. If DPAA
is also implemented on this CPU of SD-vCPE, the speed-up
factor becomes up to x18. If the core number increases to 8
with hyper-threading and DPAA implementation, the theoretic
Speed Up limit becomes x23 [7][17][18].

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed SD-vCPE is evaluated by both analytical
delay model and simulation environment in MATLAB2019b



(a) The Analytical Delay (msec). (b) The p effect on the Analytical Delay (msec) of SD-vCPE.

Fig. 4: The Analytical Delay (msec) comparison for conventional CPE and SD-vCPE.

(a) 1080p @30fps eMBB flow (b) 1080p @60fps eMBB flow (c) 1440p @30fps eMBB flow

Fig. 5: Simulated Delay (msec) for different eMBB flows.
9.7.0.1190202. Here, the arrival rate of eMBB packets are
taken from live bitrate settings of Youtube videos such as
1124, 2220, 2250 (x500) packets/sec for 1080p @30fps,1080p
@60fps and 1440p @30fps video resolutions, respectively.
The packet size is determined as 500 bytes. The Markov
parameters are determined according to conventional and
LS1088 based communication processors[7]. The serving rates
of Conventional CPU (2.60GHz), SD-vCPE CPU (1.2GHz),
TCAM, and Ing. Eg. ports are 1126, 844, 1128000, and
1350000 packets/msec.

A. Analytical Results

In Fig.4, the Analytical Delay (msec) in eqs.3 and eq.4
are performed. On the left side, the x-axis shows different
eMBB arrival rate (packets/sec) from 360p to 1440p video
resolutions per flow; whereas the y-axis shows the analytical
delay (msec)1 According to results; the delay is under 5
microseconds up to 2200x500 packets/msec for both conven-
tional and proposed SD-vCPE.2 However, conventional OF
switch cannot serve eMBB flows in an acceptable rate after
2250x500 packets/msec.SD-vCPE can serve it under 4 msecs
level for the higher resolutions thanks to the added hard
OF tables. On the right side, the p effect on the analytical
delay of proposed SD-vCPE is given. As the whole eMBB
incoming flows are considered, p can be between 0-1. It has an
approximately 1-msecs decrease for 2250x500 packets/msec
arrival rate which cannot be neglected while considering the
end-to-end delay of a flow.

1The p parameter of proposed SD-vCPE was taken as 0.8 which is believed
to be an ideal case for TCAM usage in an OF switch.

2According to IMT-2020, eMBB flows should be served under 4 millisec-
onds end-to-end delay [19]

B. Simulation Results

In Fig.5, the simulation results of proposed Markov models
are evaluated for different eMBB flows. The x-axes show
simulation time in msec, and the y-axes output the delay
observed by MATLAB. Here; the p of SD-vCPE is taken as
1, namely, all flows are routed by hardware-based TCAM.
In Fig.5a, the SD-vCPE and conventional OF outputs delay
in 0.013 msecs. However; as the arrival rate is increased in
Figs.5b and 5c, the gap between conventional and proposed
one also extremely rises. Here, the proposed SD-vCPE enables
approximately 0.03 msec and 1.9 msec decrease on packet
processing delay in an OF switch for 1080p and 1440p.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a novel SD-CDN architecture. It builds
a novel physical block diagram including hard and soft OF ta-
bles. A novel analytical model is derived by considering G/G/1
queues, eMBB flow characteristics, and SpeedUp parameters.
Due to handling as many flows as in TCAM based OF
tables, the analytical delay can be also kept under microsecond
levels. As a future work, this analytical model is planned to
be compared with the real test results that will be obtained
from the physical OF switch. Moreover; the flow matching
probability p, will dynamically be managed by AI based SDN
controller to keep forwarding delay in acceptable levels for
different 5G traffics such as eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC.
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